ACCESSIBILITY SURVEY
Accessible schools, businesses, and public places are essential to the inclusion of people with
mobility and sensory challenges. Part of ensuring the full community inclusion of people with
disabilities is informing local officials of the barriers that people with disabilities face at these
locations.
As an exercise in Accessibility, choose a location you go to on a regular basis and take this form with
you to evaluate its accessibility. A listing of documents to assist with improving accessibility can be
found at www.ada.gov or call 1-800-514-0301 and ask to speak to an ADA Specialist.
If you have questions about the rights of people with disabilities, call Disability Rights Nebraska at 1800-422-6691 or find us online at www.disabilityrightsnebaska.org .
PARKING
Is accessible parking available?
Is the accessible parking as close as possible to the entrance?
Is the accessible parking clearly marked?
Is there a curb cut or ramp between the parking space and the building
entrance?
Is there a passenger drop off area with a curb cut?

Yes

No

Not
Applicable

SIDEWALKS / WALKWAYS / RAMPS AND CURB CUTS
Do the sidewalks leading to the building or event location have curb
6 cuts?
Does the building or event location have ramps or is the access barrier
7 free?
8 Are there handrails on both sides of the ramp?
9 Are walkways free of overhangs (80" clearance), objects extending into
the walkway, or grates?
10 Is the accessible route clearly marked?
11 Is the walkway free of snow, ice or debris?

Yes

No

Not
Applicable

ENTRANCE
Is at least one entrance to the building wheelchair accessible?
If the main entrance is not accessible, does a sign direct people to the
accessible entrance?
Are doors to the building or event location wide enough so people
using wheelchairs or other assistive devices (walkers, canes, etc.) can
enter?
Do all the doors have a lever-type handle or push-plates so that
twisting a door knob is not required?

Yes

No

Not
Applicable

HALLWAYS / CORRIDORS / INTERIORS
Is there a clear path from the entrance to the event area?
Are there any doors on the path to the event area?
Are door handles lever-type or push-plate so twisting of a door knob is
not required?
Are removable mats and rugs stable, firm and slip resistant?
Is the route to the event area free of protruding objects, stairs, and
abrupt level changes?
Are available public restrooms accessible (wide aisle, bars, etc.)?

Yes

No

Not
Applicable
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LOCAL INFORMATION
Name

Phone Number

County

Town/City

Name and address of location or event

Please indicate any other barriers to accessibility you might
have experienced.
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